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PRESIDENT MACRON SENDS CONOLENCES TO TWO FRENCH SOLDIERS DIED
IN MALI
DURING BARKHAN MILITARY OPERATION

Paris, Washington DC, 08.09.2020, 00:45 Time

USPA NEWS - The French President Emmanuel Macron, learned with great emotion of the death of two French soldiers, the first
class brigadier-chief ST * and the first class parachutist hussar Arnaud Volpe, after the destruction of their armored vehicle by an
improvised explosive device. , this morning during an operation in the Tessalit region in Mali.The President of the French Republic
bows with deep respect to the sacrifice of these soldiers of the 1st Hussar Parachute Regiment of Tarbes, who died for France in the
accomplishment of their mission against terrorism in the Sahel.He sends his sincere condolences to their families, loved ones and all
their brothers in arms. He assures them of the nation's solidarity in these painful circumstances. He also fully supports their comrade
injured in the same attack.

The French President Emmanuel Macron, learned with great emotion of the death of two French soldiers, the first class brigadier-chief
ST * and the first class parachutist hussar Arnaud Volpe, after the destruction of their armored vehicle by an improvised explosive
device. , this morning during an operation in the Tessalit region in Mali.--------------------------------------
The President of the French Republic bows with deep respect to the sacrifice of these soldiers of the 1st Hussar Parachute Regiment
of Tarbes, who died for France in the accomplishment of their mission against terrorism in the Sahel.-----------------
He sends his sincere condolences to their families, loved ones and all their brothers in arms. He assures them of the nation's solidarity
in these painful circumstances. He also fully supports their comrade injured in the same attack.------------------------
The French President, Emmanuel Macron, once again salutes the courage and determination of the French soldiers deployed in the
Sahel, alongside their brothers in arms from the many countries engaged jointly in this difficult mission.-----------------
The President of the French Republic calls for the establishment without delay of a civil political transition in Mali, in accordance with
the expectations of his people, of all the countries that support him, and a sine qua non for an effective fight against The Terrorists. * At
the request of the family, the member's name is not being released. Source : Elysee
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